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EVERYTHING YOU NEED IN ONE BOX TO
OVERHAUL YOUR BW15 SERIES BATWING®.

BW15 SERIES BATWING®
 OVERHAUL KIT

ORDER YOUR BW15 SERIES BATWING® OVERHAUL KIT TODAY FROM YOUR LOCAL 
AUTHORIZED WOODS DEALER. PART NUMBER 620934

P/N 620934

The off-season is the perfect time to go over your mowers and cutters to address any issues that 
may result in down-time when it’s go-time.  Most times it calls for a replacement of the major wear 
components.  So in an industry first, now all the major wear components are available in one kit as 
one part number, and priced 10% lower than if you were to purchase the individual components.

FEATURES CONTENTS
• Ease of Order – One part number for everything you need to 

complete a basic overhaul on a BW15 series Batwing® rotary cutter.

• Greater Savings – Save 10% on a kit versus purchasing the  
individual parts.

• Reduced Downtime – Reduce in-season downtime, or eliminate it 
altogether, by replacing all major wear components in one pass.

Kit includes everything you would need to replace the major wear 
components of a 15.511 or BW15.611 including: 

• 6 - Rotary Cutter Blades;

• 6 - Greasable Blade Pins;

• 6 Sets – Slip Clutch Plates;

• Patented Greasable Blade Components and Hardware.
1 When ordering the kit for a BW15.71, add 3 additional  
slip clutch plate sets to your order.

Since our founding in 1946, Woods has built a strong reputation for manufacturing equipment with superior design and 
durability. So when it comes to keeping your equipment in top condition, there’s only one choice. Woods Genuine Parts 
are designed for the best performance on your Woods equipment, not simply to “fit.” We stand behind the quality of our 
replacement parts. And, our network of knowledgeable dealers is essential to not only get you the parts you need today, 
but to maintain your machine and keep you going for years to come.
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